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Wireless Secured Windows System
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Abstract--- Wireless Secured System for a vendor is a
web application and window software system, in terms of
user can be the set the same user name and password by the
program code of windows software and web application.
This project analysis, the major security of the threat of
locks and unlock the lock screen of the window through the
WIFI connection of the applications. It should be not only
function in WIFI; it can be also connected to the cloud
whether by user. Cloud connectivity can be easily lock and
unlock whenever we need. This security can be applicable

I.

INTRODUCTION
The world is running faster than the clock, more than the

hard work and smart work is getting successes in today’s
world. Among them a computer’s are smarter. Throughout
the world humans are using the system application (any
device), to do their works and not only work is done with
the devices but also studies, chatting (social media), reading
news, entertainment etc…, activities are done by using an
system. So, probably the information (personal info,
authorized info) is stored in the personal system.

for input function of the system; it can be also able and
disable the working function of the mouse and keyboard.

The owner of the device will be keeping their property

User to enter the user name and password in the web page,

(device) with the secured password. A device with a

it send as the WIFI code to Servlets, and intermediate

password will open when the correct password is entered.

request send to the windows application by the Servlets, and

Security of the personal device is what being discussed. In

back ground function a as windows software to implement

this paper wireless secured window system is been thought

the security functions. Aimed using the WIFI and cloud

to secure the system. These can be easily used by malicious

computing, network user to establish the secure network

users (e.g., criminals, terrorists and business spies).

application platform.

Wireless security has attracted a lot of research interest in
the literature. As shown in Fig. 1, wireless application

Index

Terms---

Wi-Fi,

Web-Server,

System

Application, Cloud Computing, Computer Security, Mobile

includes mobile ad hoc networks by exploiting wi-fi and
cloud.

Communication.

II.

EXISTING SYSTEM
The existing system is used to set username and

password manually to lock and unlock the windows
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application.

Figure 1: Existing System
This security can be inbuilt by the system till windows
10. In the other system (system application), picture
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security is used it can be set the password and accessed by

application and windows software of the system. The

the click by the mouse pointer at required place of the

system can be secured the pin or password of the WI-FI

picture to unlock the lock screen.

connection between the web page and the windows

Last year Microsoft introduced the finger print sensor to

application [2]. Web application can control through web

unlock the system as shown in Figure 1. (Existing system).

server (mobile-.server). User can be send the request

User can keep the finger print in the finger scanning board

through WI-FI by web page of the mobile, request can

to set the finger print in the scanner as shown in Fig.

accept by back end of the function as shown in Figure 2.

System can be scanning the finger to unlock the system.

(Proposed system). And the request matches to the windows

Third party can access the application easily, because it is

application to unlock the system. And same way to lock the

less secured by using pin or password. At least one user

system by request of the user sends to the backend.

should be available in the system.

It’s also can be work in the cloud function to lock and
unlock the system. This security can be able and disable the

III.

RELATED WORKS

working function of the mouse and keyboard. User can able

In the literature, there have been a handful of methods
for eavesdropping infrastructure-based communications

to lock and unlock with mobile. We can be able and disable
the working function of the mouse and keyboard.

(e.g., cellular networks). Nevertheless, they cannot be
efficiently

applied

to

infrastructure-free

mobile

communication networks. On the other hand, passive
eavesdropping, which has been conventionally investigated
has malicious attacks in the wireless security literature [1].
There are also some studies on active jamming attacks
to intrude on and disrupt targeted wireless receivers. For
instance, constant, intermittent, reactive, adaptive jamming
schemes, in which Gaussian noise is artificially generated as
the jamming signals to interfere with the targeted receivers
[6].

Figure 2: Proposed System
This system can be also work in the cloud to secure the

The term mobile cloud computing (mcc) was introduced

system. In required distance we can secure the system

not long after the concept of the ‘cloud computing’. It has

through WI-FI. Third party cannot access WI-FI password.

been attracting the attentions of entrepreneurs as a

Third party cannot unlock system pin or password.

profitable business development, of mobile users as a new

Security of System

technology to achieve grate services [14].
The system is secured when there is no interruption of
In this article device to device (D2D) communication

the third parties. As a response, there is a growing need for

under laying a 3GPP LTE-advanced cellular networks is

authorized parties to secure public, commercial, and

studied as an enalber local service with limited interface

military. There, is lots of upcoming system application

impact on the primary cellular networks[3].

which is secured by its inbuilt security system. Such as, face

IV.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

Wireless Secured System working under by the web-

recognize, finger print. There is a solution for any type of
system it is the wireless communication and cloud
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computing, as shown in Figure 3. (Mobile ad hoc network

communication networks [1], it is applicable to intercept

and Wi-Fi and cloud).

infrastructure-free wireless communications.
Cloud Infrastructure
Together with an explore growth of the mobile
applications and emerging of cloud computing concept.
Mobile devices (e.g., Smartphone and tablet PC) are
increasingly becoming a part of human life as the most

Figure 3: Mobile Ad Hoc Network and Wi-Fi via Cloud

effective and convenient communication tools not bounded

It has a security, as for an example if the third party

by time and place. The rapid progress of mobile computing

accesses your computer and they can misuse with your data

(mc) becomes a powerful trend in the development of IT

or personal information[8], but he cannot misuse because

technology as well as commerce and industry fields [13].

the user has the controlled their device with the web server
(mobile or any other web application) by turning on the
lock device user secure that screen were third party cannot

Cloud computing (cc) has been widely recognized as the
next generation infrastructure (e.g., Server, networks,
Storages), platforms (e.g., Middleware services and

threat with and other input device (hack).

operating Systems), and software (e.g., application program)
Wireless Infrastructure

provided by cloud provider (e.g., Google, Amazon,

The wireless requires a large number of densely
deployed surveillance and invention “dogs” (SIDs) to

Salesforce) at low cost [12].
Cloud Computing with Mobile Connecting

eavesdrop and them, as these uses are likely to be located
anywhere and move from one location to another [4], as
show in Fig 4.(mobile ad hoc network and wireless
communication) . It is worth nothing that some specific
infrastructure-free from suspicious and malicious wireless
communication and cloud computing [6]. There have been a
handful of methods for eavesdropping infrastructure –based

Cloud enables users to elastically utilize resource in an
on-demand fashion. As, a result, mobile applications can be
rapidly provisioned and released with the minimal
management efforts or services provider’s interactions [11].
In this, paper the cloud is used as the server, were the user
on another hand uses a cloud server for operating the
devices.

communications (e.g., cellular networks).

Figure 4: Mobile Ad Hoc Network and Wireless
Figure 5: Connecting with Cloud Infrastructure

Communication
For example, the NSA has deployed dedicated

The user will connect with to the cloud and get the IP

wiretapping devices in networks [11] operators can install

address for maintaining their devices, he/she can login (with

monitoring software such as FlexiSPy http://www.flexispy.

the address is already on their application it will generate a

com) in targeted smart phones. Nevertheless, they cannot be

IP address (link) as shown in the Fig 5. (connecting with

efficiently

cloud infrastructure) and also the username and password is

applied

to

infrastructure-free

mobile
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set on the backend) to cloud and enter the username and
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